Packing and covering linear programs (LP) are an important class of problems that bridges computer science, operation research, and optimization. Efficient algorithms for solving such LPs have received significant attention in the past 20 years [LN93, PST95, BBR97, You01, Nem04, BI04, BBR04, Nes05, AK08, AHK12, KY13, You14, AO15]. Unfortunately, all known nearly-linear time algorithms for producing (1+ε)-approximate solutions to packing and covering LPs have a running time dependence that is at least proportional to ε −2 . This is also known as an O(1/ √ T ) convergence rate and is particularly poor in many applications. In this paper, we leverage insights from optimization theory to break this longstanding barrier. Our algorithms solve the packing LP in time O(N ε −1 ) and the covering LP in time O(N ε −1.5 ). At high level, they can be described as linear couplings of several first-order descent steps. This is the first application of our linear coupling technique (see [AO14] ) to problems that are not amenable to blackbox applications known iterative algorithms in convex optimization. Our work also introduces a sequence of new techniques, including the stochastic and the nonsymmetric execution of gradient truncation operations, which may be of independent interest.
Introduction
A generic packing LP takes the form max{c T x : Ax ≤ b} where c ∈ R n ≥0 , b ∈ R m ≥0 , and A ∈ R m×n ≥0 ; similarly, a covering LP can be written as min{b T y : A T y ≥ c}, with the same requirements on A, b, and c. We denote by N the number of non-zero elements in matrix A.
As in other works, we assume without loss of generality that the LP is in its standard form: b = 1 and c = 1:
Packing LP: max x≥0 {1 T x : Ax ≤ 1} , (1.1)
Covering LP: min y≥0 {1 T y : A T y ≥ 1} .
(1.2)
Since the two programs are dual to each other, we denote by OPT their shared optimal value. We say that x is a (1 − ε)-approximation for the packing LP if Ax ≤ 1 and 1 T x ≥ (1 − ε)OPT, and y a (1 + ε)-approximation for the covering LP if A T y ≥ 1 and 1 T y ≤ (1 + ε)OPT. Of course, it is possible to adopt the general Interior Point or Ellipsoid Methods to obtain approximate solvers with a log(1/ε) dependence on the number of iterations. However, the computational cost of such algorithms is typically very high, as each iteration requires the solution of a system of linear equations in A T A. As a consequence, this approach is simply not suitable to the solution of large-scale problems. To address this issue, researchers have developed iterative approximate solvers that achieve a better dependence on the problem size (e.g., nearly-linear time N ) at the cost of having a poly(1/ε) dependence on the approximation parameter ε.
Fast approximate packing and covering LP solvers have been widely used in approximation algorithms (e.g., MinSetCover [LN93] , MaxSet, MaxDiCut, Max-k-CSP [Tre98] , bipartite matching), probabilistic checkable proofs [Tre98] , zero-sum matrix games [Nes05] , scheduling [PST95] , graph embedding [PST95] , flow controls [BBR97, BBR04] , auction mechanisms [ZN01] , wireless sensor networks [BN00] , and many other areas. In addition, techniques developed in this line of research have also inspired many other important results, most notably regarding fast algorithms for multi-commodity flow problems [PST95, Fle00, GK07, Mad10, AKR12] .
Previous approximate solvers can be further divided into two classes (see Table 1 ).
Width-Dependent Solvers. These algorithms 1 require a running time that is at least N multiplied with ρ · OPT, where ρ is the largest entry, i.e. the width, of matrix A. Since OPT ≥ 1/ρ, this value ρ · OPT is at least 1. However, since OPT can easily be as large as 1 or even more than n, this resulting running time is not polynomial, but only pseudo-polynomial. More precisely, packing and covering LPs can be solved in O( N ρ 2 OPT 2 log m ε 2 ) time [PST95] , or O( N ρOPT log m ε 2 ) time using negative-width techniques [AHK12] . These algorithms strongly rely on multiplicative weight updates and only require "oracle-access" to the matrix A.
When A is given explicitly like in this paper, the number of iterations can be reduced to O( ρOPT log m ε ) by deploying more advanced optimization tools such as Nesterov's accelerated gradient method [Nes05] , or Nemirovski's mirror prox method [Nem04] . Bienstock and Iyengar [BI04] have converted this dependence on ρOPT into a more benign, yet linear dependence on n. More specifically, their running time is O(ε −1 N √ Kn log m) where K is the maximum number of nonzeros per row of A. This is O(ε −1 N n √ log m) in the worst case.
Width-Independent Solvers. In this paper, we are interested in a second, more efficient class of methods, i.e. width-independent, 3 truly polynomial-time approximate solvers (see Table 1 ).
1 Note that most width-dependent solvers are studied under the minmax form of positive LPs, whose optimal value equals 1/OPT. Their approximation guarantees are often written in terms of additive error. We have translated their performances to multiplicative error for a fair comparison.
2 d is the maximum number of constraints each variable is in; md may be larger than N .
3 Some of these solvers may still have a polylog(ρ) dependence. Since each occurrence of log(ρ) can typically
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Running Time Width Independent? [PST95] O(N × ρ 2 OPT 2 log m ε 2 ) no [AHK12] O(N × ρOPT log m ε 2 ) no [Nes05, Nem04] O(N × ρOPT log m ε ) no [BI04] O(N × time with no dependance on ρ. This is the first nearly-linear-time approximate solver for solving packing and covering LPs, and also the first to run in parallel in nearly-linear-work and polylogarithmic depth.
The parallel algorithm of Luby and Nisan was extended by a sequence of works [BBR97, You01, AK08, AO15]s. Most notably, the algorithm of the same authors of this paper [AO15] runs in O( log 2 N ε 3 ) iterations, each costing a matrix-vector multiplication operation that can be implemented in O(N ) total work and logarithmic depth.
The ideas of Luby and Nisan also led to sequential width-independent solvers for packing and covering LPs [You01, BBR04, You14, KY13] . Most notably, the algorithm of Koufogiannakis and Young [KY13] runs in time O N + log N ε 2 × (n + m) . Despite the amount of work in this area, the O(1/ε 2 ) convergence rate has not been improved since 1997. On a separate note, Klein and Young [KY99] have shown that essentially any Dantzig-Wolfe type algorithm has to pay for a O(1/ε 2 ) convergence rate. This lack of progress constitutes a significant limitation, as the ε −2 -dependence on the approximation parameter ε is particularly pour. This ε −2 dependence is also known as the O(1/ √ T ) convergence rate in the optimization language, because the error decreases only at the rate ε ∝ 1/ √ T .
Our Results
Packing LP Solver. We present an algorithm PacLPSolver that can be implemented to run in O( log(nm/ε) log(1/ε) ε N ) total time. This gives the first nearly-linear time solver for packing LP whose running time has an ε −1 -dependence; this running time is also known as the O(1/T ) convergence rate in the optimization literature. No nearly-linear time algorithm has achieved any convergence rate that is faster than O(1/ √ T ) before our work (see Table 1 ). Interestingly, the maximum (weighted) bipartite matching is just one instance of a packing LP. Therefore, our algorithm yields an O(mε −1 ) approximate algorithm and an O(m √ n) exact algobe replaced with log(nm) after slightly modifying the instance matrix A, we have done so in Table 1 for a fair comparisons.
rithm 4 that arise purely from optimization for bipartite matching, without the use of any dynamic trees. This matches the best known combinatorial algorithms for maximum weighted bipartite matching. Any further improvement over the dependence on ε −1 would result in a maximum matching algorithm that runs in time m · o( √ n), which may require very significantly different ideas.
Our algorithms optimizes a relaxation of the original packing LP, where the hard constraint Ax ≤ 1 is replaced by an exponential penalty function for violating the constraint. In other words, we reduce the problem of approximately solving packing LP into approximately minimizing some function f µ (x) over the positive orthant x ≥ 0 -see (2.3). This interpretation of the solution of packing and covering linear programs was recently suggested by the same authors of this paper [AO15] . However, the techniques in our previous work [AO15] only lead to very slow sequential solvers (see Table 1 ). Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, our objective f µ (x) cannot be turned into any class of smooth functions, and therefore traditional accelerated gradient methods such as [Nes83, Nes05] no longer apply. We thus need fundamentally new ideas.
Our proposed algorithm is an iterative first-order method, and has a flavor of "stochastic coordinate descent" (cf. [ST11, FR13] ). Suppose that we are given point x ≥ 0 at some iteration, and observe the gradient ∇f (x) ∈ [−1, ∞) n . Then, we randomly pick a coordinate i ∈ [m], and focus only on the coordinate gradient ∇ i f (x) ∈ [−1, ∞). (In fact, we do not even need to compute ∇ f (x) for = i, thus ensuring that each iteration can be implemented very efficiently.)
We divide ∇ i f (x) = η + ξ, where η ∈ [0, ∞) is the large component, and ξ ∈ [−1, 1] is the small (and truncated) component. This gradient-truncation technique was developed in our prior work [AO15] , but has never been applied to coordinate gradient.
We perform essentially three coordinate descent steps.
• A gradient (descent) step with respect to η, guaranteeing a large decrement on the objective.
• A mirror (descent) step and a gradient (descent) step, both with respect to ξ.
Both gradient and mirror descent are well-known tools from optimization (see for instance [Nes04, BN13] , and for starters, mirror descent is a generalization of multiplicative weight updates). 5 Motivated by the linear coupling technique developed in [AO14] , we combine the analysis of the above three descent steps for a faster algorithm. To push through the idea sketched above, we also develop two independent techniques. The redundant-constraint technique imposes an additional box constraint; it requires each x i to be upper bounded by a carefully chosen constant c i . While this constraint x i ≤ c i is provably redundant from the viewpoint of minimizing f µ (x), it is surprisingly crucial for our linear coupling to work. Our gradient-mirror scaling technique restricts our attention to a special type of gradient step, which is always a constant factor of the mirror step. Our two techniques together play an important role in enabling the three descent steps mentioned above to be effectively coupled.
Covering LP Solver. Unlike our most relevant prior work [AO15] , it is not clear how one can extract an (approximate) covering LP solution from the packing LP solver mentioned above. There are at least two main issues behind this difficulty. Firstly, the dual guarantee naturally arising from PacLPSolver is on the history of the full gradients ∇f (x k ), rather than the randomly selected coordinate gradients ∇ i f (x k ), over all iterations k. As we mentioned earlier, it is computationally heavy to compute full gradients. Secondly, even if the dual guarantee is on the coordinate gradients ∇ i f (x k ), it is not clear how one can compute them efficiently in only nearly-linear time.
4 It is not hard to turn an O(mε −1 ) approximate algorithm into an O(m √ n) algorithm, see for instance [DP14] . 5 It is important to note here that we have generalized the notion of "gradient descent" to indicate any descent step that is guaranteed to decrease the objective. This is in contrast to mirror descent, which is a "dual approach" that does not necessarily decrease the objective at any iteration, but minimizes the so-called regularized regret.
We therefore are forced to design a new algorithm CovLPSolver that works directly for covering LP. On one hand, this new algorithm relies on similar idea that are present in PacLPSolver: the linear coupling of gradient and mirror steps and the gradient truncation. On the other hand, we need a different version of the redundant-constraint technique (over a simplex constraint), as well as a negative-width technique.
Our CovLPSolver can be implemented to run in O( log(nm/ε) log(1/ε) ε 1.5 N ) total time. This gives the first nearly-linear time solver for covering LP whose running time has a faster dependence than ε −2 (or equivalently, the first one whose convergence rate is faster than O(1/ √ T )).
Leveraging the Optimization Viewpoint. Our optimization approach to solving packing and covering LPs is yet another example on designing algorithms based on insights from optimization. Before our work, the updates on x for all sequential algorithms were combinatorial in flavor. For instance, the algorithm of Young [You01] updates each coordinate of x i in a maximally aggressive way, so that one of the constraints becomes tight. The optimization interpretation behind our two algorithms allows us to use more general steps and facilitates the analysis of the algorithm.
Roadmap
We transfer the packing LP problem into an optimization question in Section 2, and provide our packing LP solver in Section 3. We sketch the main ideas needed for our covering LP solver in Section 4, and defer the technical details to the appendix. Note that our PacLPSolver and CovLPSolver are stated in an implicit optimization language, and their (efficient) implementation details will be addressed in Appendix F and Appendix G.
Relaxation of the Packing Linear Program
Recall that, for input matrix A ∈ R m×n ≥0 , the packing LP in its standard form is max x≥0 {1 T x : Ax ≤ 1}. Let us denote by OPT the optimal value of this linear program, and x * any optimal solution. We say that x is a (1 − ε)-approximation for the packing LP if Ax ≤ 1 and 1 T x ≥ (1 − ε)OPT.
Throughout this paper, we use the indices i ∈ [n] to denote the columns of A, and the indices j ∈ [m] to denote the rows of A. We let A :i be the i-th column vector of A, and A j: the j-th row vector of A. Given any vector x, we denote by x A = i∈[n] x 2 i · A :i ∞ the A-norm of x. By scaling the matrix A and the optimum value, we can assume without loss of generality that
We can now restrict the range of values x and OPT can take. The following is proved in Appendix A.
Fact 2.1. Define the bounding box
This bounding-box constraint allows us to optimize over a bounded set for x.
Smoothed Objective. We now introduce the smoothed objective f µ (x) that we minimize over ∆ in order to approximately solve the packing LP. This objective f µ (x) turns each row of the nonsmooth LP constraint Ax ≤ 1 into an exponential penalty function so that we only need to require x ∈ ∆ throughout the algorithm. More formally, the packing LP can be written as the following minimizaton problem by introducing the Lagrangian variable y ∈ R m :
The problem can be now smoothened by introducing a strongly concave regularizer over y ≥ 0. This is regularizer is usually taken to be the entropy function over all possible y ≥ 0 satisfying 1 T y = 1, which yields the width-independent solvers in for instance [Nes05] and [Nem04] , and is closely related to that of the multiplicative weight update in [AHK12] .
In this paper, we take this regularizer to be the generalized entropy H(y) = − m j=1 y j log y j + y j over the first orthant y ≥ 0, and minimize the following smoothened objective f µ (x) over x ∈ ∆:
Above, µ > 0 is some smoothing parameter to be chosen later. By explicitly computing the maximization over y ≥ 0, f µ (x) can be rewritten as
We wish to study the minimization problem on f µ (x) over x ∈ ∆. Intuitively f µ (x) captures the original packing LP (1.1) as follows. Firstly, since we want to maximize 1 T x, the negative term −1 T x shows up in f µ (x). Secondly, if a packing constraint j ∈ [m] is violated by ε, that is, (Ax) j ≥ 1 + ε, the exponential penalty in f µ (x) introduces a penalty at least exp ε/µ ; this will be a large penalty if µ ≤ O(ε/ log n). Notice that this smoothed objective also appeared in previous works [AO15] , albeit without this smoothening interpretation and without the constraint x ∈ ∆.
The regularization of Lemma 2.2 will give us both some smoothness properties for f µ (x), discussed in Lemma 2.6, and a regularization error, as we are now solving an objective different from our original packing LP. This error is quantified in the following lemma for our choice of µ. This follows a similar treatment in a previous paper of the authors [AO15] and is proved in Appendix A.
Proposition 2.3. Let µ = ε 4 log(nm/ε) and x * be an optimal solution for the packing LP (1.1). Then:
In short, they together imply that the minimum of f µ (x) is around −OPT, and if one can approximately find the minimum of f µ (x), up to a multiplicative error 1 ± O(ε), this corresponds to a (1 − O(ε))-approximate solution to the packing LP (1.1).
Remark 2.4. We emphasize that our constraint x i ≤ 1 A :i ∞ is essentially redundant from the viewpoint of minimizing f µ (x): whenever x ≥ 0 and f µ (x) ≤ 0, one should automatically have
. However, this redundant constraint shall become very crucial at the point we analyze the mirror-descent component our algorithm; after all, mirror descent steps do not necessarily decrease the objective, and thus may not guarantee f µ (x) ≤ 0.
Smoothness properties. Thanks to the smoothing of Lemma 2.2 and the choice of regularizer, our objective f µ (x) enjoys a number of good smoothness properties. First, it is differentiable and the gradient is easy to compute:
Second, f µ (x) enjoys two kinds of coordinate-wise smoothness properties in different regimes. These will be extremely useful in applying gradient descent arguments in Section 3.2, and are the main motivation for us to adopt the · A norm for our proposed algorithms. The proof appears in Appendix A and it is a simple manipulation of the Hessian. 
Randomly select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random.
8:
Define the vector ξ
k to be all-zero except at coordinate i, where it equals
See Proposition 3.6
10:
The first property is the same as the traditional (coordinate) Lipschitz-smoothness property, i.e. the Lipschitz continuity of the (coordinate) gradient ∇ i f (x), but holds only conditionally and not for all x ≥ 0. The second property is a salient characteristic of this work and requires the positivity of A. It can be seen as a formalization of the "multiplicative Lipschitz" property used in our previous work [AO15] .
Initialization. Iterative methods require the choice of a good starting point. We have
Packing LP Solver
To describe our algorithm, we first make the following choice of thresholding function
Our algorithm PacLPSolver starts with some initial vector x 0 = y 0 = x start (introduced in Fact 2.7) and z 0 = 0, and is divided into T iterations. In each iteration, we start by computing a weighted midpoint x k ← τ z k−1 + (1 − τ )y k−1 for some parameter τ ∈ (0, 1), and then proceed to compute y k and z k as follows.
• Select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random, and let ξ
• Perform a mirror (descent) step z k ← z
k , z for some parameter α k 1/n to be chosen later.
• Perform a gradient (descent) step y k ← y
. Above, the reason that the the two steps on y k and z k are named after "gradient step" and "mirror step" will become clear in the follow-up sections. We use the superscript (i) on ξ
emphasize that the value depends on the choice of i. We have used generic parameters τ, α k , T in the above description and their precise values are presented in Algorithm 1. 6 For readers familiar with optimization tools, the above triple sequence {x k , y k , z k } k is reminiscent of Nesterov's accelerated gradient method [Nes05] . However, our algorithm is not an instance of any variant of the known accelerated gradient method. (This is so because, for instance, our objective f µ (x) is not globally Lipschitz smooth.)
In fact, our algorithm PacLPSolver is strongly motivated by our linear-coupling technique introduced in [AO14] , a technique that allows one to linearly combine gradient and mirror steps for a better performance. This linear coupling requires one to use a triple sequence {x k , y k , z k } k .
We emphasize here that our iterates x k , y k , z k never leave the bounding box ∆:
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is deferred to Appendix B, and crucially relies on the fact that our gradient and mirror steps are multiples of each other: y
. The key idea of this lemma was also known by Fercoq and Richtárik [FR13] .
We shall also prove in Section F that Lemma 3.3. Each iteration of PacLPSolver can be implemented to run in expected O(N/n) time.
The key idea used in the implementation is to compute x k and y k only implicitly. For instance, explicitly maintaining x k and computing p(x k ) require O(N ) time per iteration, but representing x k implicitly as a linear combination of two less-frequently-modified vectors reduces it to O(N/n).
In this section, we shall prove the following theorem in three steps.
Step 1: Mirror Descent Guarantee
Since our update z
k , z -see Line 9 of PacLPSolver-is written in the form of a mirror descent step from optimization, the following inequality is a classical upper bound on the "regret" of mirror descent. Its proof can be found in Appendix B.
Although defined in a variational way, it is perhaps beneficial to explicitly describe how to implement this mirror step. Its proof is straightforward but can be found in Appendix B.
Proposition 3.6. If z k−1 ∈ ∆, the minimizer z = arg min z∈∆
A + δe i , z for any scalar δ ∈ R and basis vector e i can be computed as follows:
As a simple corollary, we have the following fact Fact 3.7. We have |z
We encourage the readers to ignore their specific values for now. Our specific choices of the parameters shall become clearer and natural at the end of this section, and be discussed whenever they are used.
Step 2: Gradient Descent Guarantee
We call our update rule y
, that is, the objective only decreases; moreover, the objective decreases at least by
Proof. Note that y
Fact 3.7. We first prove this lemma in the case of
Above, x uses Lemma 2.6.a, and y uses Fact 3.7. Next, we turn to the case of
Above, x uses Lemma 2.6.b and y uses |χ| ≤ |λ| ≤ 1 L A :i ∞ .
Step 3: Putting All Together
In the following, we denote by η
≥0 the vector that is only non-zero at coordinate i, and satisfies η
can be (in expectation) decomposed into the a large but non-negative component η
k is the part of the gradient that was truncated, and did not contribute to the mirror step (see Line 9 of PacLPSolver). Next, for any u ∈ ∆, we can use a basic convexity argument and the mirror descent lemma to compute that
y uses convexity and Lemma 3.5. This above computation is motivated by [AO14] , and as we shall see below, it allows one to linearly couple gradient and mirror steps. Intuitively, the first (non-negative) term in the box of (3.2) is the loss introduced by the large gradient η (i) k . This part was truncated so did not contribute to the mirror step. The second (non-negative) term in the box is the loss introduced by mirror descent on the small gradient ξ (i) k . Now comes an important observation. As shown by Lemma 3.9 below, the performance of the gradient step -that is, the objective decrease of f µ (x k ) − f µ (y (i) k )-is at least proportional to the loss incurred in the box.
. Since the proof of the above lemma is a careful case analysis and several simple applications of Lemma 3.8, we defer it to Appendix B. We make two important remarks.
• First, Lemma 3.9 is why we stated in the introduction that our PacLPSolver incorporates two gradient steps: one with respect to η k . We have intentionally forced the two steps to be identical, in order to present our algorithm more cleanly. 7 • Second, to properly upper bound nα k η (i) k , z k−1 − u , one needs to have some good upper bound the coordinates of z k−1 . This is exactly the place we need our redundant-constraint technique, which guarantees that each
Plugging the above lemma into (3.2), we have
Above, x is because we have chosen α k so that nα k ≤ nα T = 1 εL ≤ 1 4 ; and y is because we have chosen τ to satisfy 1 τ = 3nL. Next, recall that we have picked α k so that (3nL−1)α k = 3nL·α k−1 in Algorithm 1. Telescoping (3.3) for k = 1, . . . , T and choosing u * = (1 − ε/2)x * , we have
Here, the second inequality is due to f µ (y 0 ) = f µ (x start ) ≤ 0 from Fact 2.7, and the fact that
Choosing T = 3nL log(1/ε) so that
Combining this with the fact that f µ (u * ) ≤ −(1 − ε)OPT < 0 (see Proposition 2.3.a), we obtain
Therefore, we have finished proving Theorem 3.4. It is now straightforward (but anyways proved in Appendix B) to use Markov inequality to turn the expected guarantee in Theorem 3.4 into a probabilistic one: Corollary 3.10. With probability at least 9/10, PacLPSolver(A, x start , ε) outputs a (1−O(ε)) approximate solution to the packing LP program. The expected running time is O( log(nm/ε) log(1/ε) ε N ).
Sketching the Main Ideas for Our Covering LP Solver
For the reasons stated in the introduction, we are forced to build a covering LP solver from scratch, rather than implicitly from PacLPSolver. We begin with a similar relaxation of the covering LP (1.2). That is, we show in Appendix C that it suffices to minimize
over all x ≥ 0. For technical reasons, this objective is much harder to work with than that of (2.3), because its gradient ∇f µ (x) ∈ (−∞, 1] n may be very negative. (This is why our prior work [AO15] intentionally avoided to solve covering LP directly.) This time, we again pick a random coordinate i ∈ [n] at each iteration, and then decompose ∇ i f (x k ) = ξ + η. Quite different from PacLPSolver, we define η ∈ (−∞, 0] to be the (negative) large gradient component, and ξ ∈ [− √ ε, 1] to be the small gradient component. Our main idea is to perform
• a gradient (descent) step with respect to η, and • a mirror (descent) step with respect to ξ.
Note that we have intentionally truncated the gradient ∇ i f (x k ) at (negative) √ ε, rather than at 1 as in PacLPSolver. This is so because, as it is much harder to deal with negative gradients in the covering LP case, we cannot perform both a mirror and a gradient step anymore on the small component ξ, as it was in PacLPSolver; instead, we can only perform a single mirror step on ξ.
If ξ were between −1 and 1, and even if η were always zero, classical theory of mirror descent (or multiplicative weight update) could only imply that the mirror step converges at a rate of ∝ ε −2 . Instead, we discover that if we truncate the gradient to ξ ∈ [− √ ε, 1], a negative-width technique allows us to improve this convergence from ε −2 to ε −1.5 . This is the first time that this gradient truncation technique is performed non-symmetrically. 8 Due to this weaker truncation at − √ ε instead of −1, our gradient step enjoys a convergence rate that is only ∝ ε −1.5 , matching that of the mirror step. This is precisely why we truncate the gradient at √ ε, as it provides the best truncation tradeoff between gradient and mirror descent.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that our gradient step is equipped with an novel analysis quite different from its classical counterpart in optimization theory. Traditionally, given convex function g(x), the convergence analysis only uses the simple upper bound g(x) − g(x * ) ≤ ∇g(x), x − x * on the objective distance to optimum. If g(x) = e −x is a univariate function, x = −1, and x * = −100, this upper bound becomes e −1 ≈ e −1 − e −100 ≤ e −1 · 99, which is too weak to be used. This is the place we need to use a distance-adjustment technique, which will effectively improve the distance estimation to the optimum.
The detailed description and the analysis of our CovLPSolver can be found in Appendix D.
Appendix

A Missing Proofs for Section 2
Fact 2.1. Define the bounding box ∆ def = {x ∈ R n : x i ∈ 0,
and x * be an optimal solution for the packing LP (1.1). Then:
Proof.
(a) We have 1 T u * = (1 − ε/2)OPT by the definition of OPT. Also, from the feasibility constraint Ax * ≤ 1 in the packing LP, we have Au * − 1 ≤ −ε/2 · 1, and can compute f µ (u * ) as follows:
By the definition of OPT, we must have that Ax < (1 + v)1 is broken, and therefore there exists some j ∈ [m] satisfying that (Ax) j ≥ 1 + v. In such a case, the objective
giving a contradiction to the assumption that f µ (x) < 0.
(c) Suppose x satisfies f µ (x) ≤ −(1 − O(ε))OPT ≤ 0 and we first want to show Ax ≤ (1 + ε)1. Let us assume that v = max j ((Ax) j − 1) ≥ 0 because otherwise we will have Ax ≤ 1. Under this definition, we have Ax ≤ (1 + v)1 and therefore 1 T x ≤ (1 + v)OPT by the definition of OPT. We compute f µ (x) as follows.
x, we both have that x is feasible (i.e., Ax ≤ 1), and x has an objective 1 T x at least as large as (1 − O(ε))OPT.
Lemma 2.6. Define the smoothness parameter L def = 4 µ . Then, for every x ∈ ∆, and every i ∈ [n]:
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Using the fact that ∇ i f µ (x) > −1 for all x, we have:
The last equality holds as L = 4 µ . This immediately implies the following multiplicative bound:
|λ| .
By our assumption on λ, we know that
, so that we can use the approximation
]. This yields the simpler bound:
Now we are ready to prove the two points of the lemma. (a) Assuming that ∇ i f µ (x) ∈ (−1, 1], we have:
Fact 2.7. Defining x start
Proof. Using the fact that Ax start − 1 ≤ −ε/2 · 1, we compute f µ (x start ) as follows:
Above, we have used that 1 T x start ≥ x start
n , where i is the column such that A :i ∞ = 1.
B Missing Proofs for Section 3
Lemma 3.2. We have x k , y k , z k ∈ ∆ for all k = 0, 1, . . . , T .
Proof. This is true at the beginning as x 0 = y 0 = x start ∈ ∆ (see Fact 2.7) and z 0 = 0 ∈ ∆. In fact, it suffices for us to show that for every k ≥ 0, y k = k l=0 γ l k z l for some scalers γ l k satisfying l γ l k = 1 and γ l k ≥ 0 for each l = 0, . . . , k. If this is true, we can prove the lemma by induction: at each iteration k,
1. x k = τ z k−1 + (1 − τ )y k−1 must be in ∆ because y k−1 and z k−1 are and τ ∈ [0, 1], 2. z k is in ∆ by the definition that z k = arg min z∈∆ {· · · }, and 3. y k is also in ∆ because y k = k l=0 γ l k z l is a convex combination of the z l 's and ∆ is convex. For the rest of the proof, we only need to show that
This is true at the base case because α 0 = 1 nL . It is also true at k = 1 because
For the general k, we have
Therefore, we obtain y k = k l=0 γ l k z l as desired. It is now easy to check that under our definition of α k (which satisfies α k ≥ α k−1 and α k ≥ α 0 = 1 nL , we must have γ l k ≥ 0 for all k and l. Also,
A as a function of b ∈ ∆ parameterized at a ∈ ∆, we have that
In optimization theory, V a (b) is also known as the Bregman divergence of the · 2 A regularizer.
We deduce the following sequence of inequalities:
Here, x is due to the minimality of z
Step y is due to the "three-point equality" of Bregman divergence (cf. [CL06] ), which can be checked for every coordinate ∈ [n] as follows:
z is by our choice of y k which satisfies that z k−1 − z
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let us denote by z the returned value of the described procedure, and g(u)
Since ∆ is a convex body and g(·) is convex, to show z = arg min z∈∆ {g(z)}, it suffices for us to prove that for every u ∈ ∆, ∇g(z), u − z ≥ 0. Since the gradient ∇g(z) can be written explicitly, this is equivalent to
However, since z = z k−1, for every = i, this is equivalent to
There are three possibilities here. If z i = z k−1,i − δ/ A :i ∞ then the left-hand side is zero and we are done. Otherwise, if z i > z k−1,i − δ/ A :i ∞ , then it must satisfy that z i = 0; in such a case the left-hand side is the multiplication of two non-negatives, and therefore non-positive. If z i < z k−1,i − δ/ A :i ∞ , then it must satisfy that z i = 1/ A :i ∞ ; in such a case the left-hand side is the multiplication of two non-positives, and therefore non-positive.
Proof. Now there are three possibilities:
, 1], and Lemma 3.8 immediately implies
and accordingly y 
k,i > 0); z follows from the fact that y
; and { uses Lemma 3.8.
• If η
k,i ; y uses the assumption that z (i) k,i = 0 and the fact that z k−1, = z (i) k, for every = i; z is from our choice of y k which satisfies that z k−1 − z
k ); and { uses Lemma 3.8.
Combining the three cases above, and using the fact that f µ (
Above, the last inequality uses our choice of α k (see Algorithm 1).
Corollary 3.10. With probability at least 9/10, PacLPSolver(A, x start , ε) outputs a (1 − O(ε)) approximate solution to the packing LP program. The expected running time is O( log(nm/ε) log(1/ε) ε N ).
Proof. Since for every x ∈ ∆ it satisfies f µ (x) ≥ −(1 + ε)OPT according to Proposition 2.3.b, we obtain that f µ (y T ) + (1 + ε)OPT is a random variable that is non-negative, whose expectation E[f µ (y T ) + (1 + ε)OPT] ≤ 4ε. By Markov bound, with at least probability 9/10, we obtain some y T satisfying f µ (y T ) ≤ −(1 − O(ε))OPT, which yields some (1 − O(ε)) approximate solution according to Proposition 2.3.c. The running time follows from our efficient implementation in Section G.
C Relaxation of the Covering Linear Program
Recall that, for input matrix A ∈ R m×n ≥0 , the covering LP in its standard form is Covering LP: min
Let us denote by OPT the optimal value to this linear program, and by x * any optimal solution of the covering LP (1.2). We say that x is a (1 + ε)-approximation for the covering LP if Ax ≥ 1 and 1 T x ≤ (1 + ε)OPT. In our covering LP solver, we assume that some 2-approximate solution x is given to the algorithm, and 1 T x = OPT for some OPT ∈ [OPT, 2OPT]. 10 Again, we use the indices i ∈ [n] for the columns of A, and the indices j ∈ [m] for the rows of A. We denote by A :i the i-th column vector of A, and A j: the j-th row vector of A. We can assume without loss of generality that 11 min
We now introduce the smoothed objective f µ (x) that we are going to minimize in order to approximately solve the covering LP. We skip the details regarding how it arises from a relaxation using the generalized entropy regularizer, because it is essentially a repetition of Section 2.
This smoothed objective turns each row of the LP constraint Ax ≥ 1 into an exponential penalty function so that we only need to require x ≥ 0 throughout the algorithm. 
We wish to study the minimization problem on f µ (x), subject to the constraint that each coordinate x i is non-negative and the coordinates sum up to at most 2OPT . The intuition that this smoothed objective f µ (x) captures the original covering LP (1.2) is similar to that of the packing LP one. Note that our constraint 1 T x ≤ 2OPT is of course redundant; it will play some other important role in our algorithm.
We begin with several simple but important properties about OPT and f µ (x). In short, they together imply that the minimum of f µ (x) is around OPT, and if one can approximately find the minimum of f µ (x) (up to an error O(εOPT)), this corresponds to a (1 + O(ε))-approximate solution to the covering LP (1.2).
(a) Suppose that j * is the row that achieves the smallest infinite norm A j: ∞ over all rows. Then, for any solution x ∈ R n ≥0 satisfying A :j * , x ≥ 1, we must have 1 T x ≥ 1/ A :j * ∞ = 1. On the other hand, we can construct a feasible solution x as follows. Initialize x = 0, and then for each row j, let us find the coordinate i that maximizes the value of A ij among all columns i. Then, we increase x i by 1/A ij = 1/ A j: ∞ . After we have exhausted all the m rows, we arrive at some x ≥ 0 satisfying Ax ≥ 1 as well as 1 T x = j 1/ A j: ∞ ≤ m.
(b) We have 1 T u * = (1 + ε/2)OPT by the definition of OPT. Also, from the feasibility constraint Ax * ≥ 1 in the covering LP, we have Au * − 1 ≥ ε/2 · 1, and can compute f µ (u * ) as follows:
By the definition of OPT, we must then have 1 T x ≥ (1 − ε)OPT, finishing the proof that
(d) Using the fact that Ax start − 1 ≥ (1 + ε/2)Ax − 1 ≥ ε/2 · 1, we compute f µ (x start ) as follows:
(e) To show Ax ≥ (1 − ε)1, we can assume that v = max j (1 − (Ax) j ) > ε because otherwise we are done. Under this definition, we have
2OPT , contradicting to our assumption that f µ (x) ≤ 2OPT. Therefore, we must have v ≤ ε, that is,
(f) For any x satisfying f µ (x) ≤ (1 + O(ε))OPT ≤ 2OPT, owing to Proposition C.2.e, we first have that x is approximately feasible, i.e., Ax ≥ (1 − ε)1. Next, because 1 T x ≤ f µ (x) ≤ (1 + O(ε))OPT, we know that x yields an objective 1 T x ≤ (1 + O(ε))OPT. Letting x = 1 1−ε x, we both have that x is feasible (i.e., Ax ≥ 1), and x has an objective 1 T x at most (1 + O(ε))OPT.
(g) Straightforward by some simple computation.
Algorithm 2 CovLPSolver(A, x start , ε)
. parameters
Randomly select i uniformly at random from [n].
9:
Define ξ (i) k to be a vector that is only non-zero at coordinate i, and equals to
See Proposition D.9
11:
Denote by π the permutation that sorts the entries of
13:
14: 
Our algorithm CovLPSolver starts with the initial vector x 0 = y 0 = z 0 = x start introduced in Proposition C.2.d, and is divided into T iterations. In each iteration, we start by computing a weighted midpoint x k ← τ z k−1 + (1 − τ )y k−1 for some parameter τ ∈ (0, 1), and then proceed to compute y k and z k as follows.
• Select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random, and let ξ 
k , z for some parameters γ 1 and α k 1/n, where V x (y) = n i=1 y i log y i x i + x i − y i is the so-called Bregman divergence of the generalized entropy function (see Proposition D.9 below).
• Perform a gradient (descent) step y k ← y (i) k def = x k + δe i for some value δ that is zero if ∇ i f µ (x k ) < −β, and strictly positive otherwise. The precise definition of δ can be found in the pseudocode described in Algorithm 2.
Above, the reason that the the two steps on y k and z k are named after "gradient step" and "mirror step" will become clear in the follow-up sections. We use the superscript (i) on ξ
k to emphasize that the value depends on the choice of i. We have used generic parameters τ, α k , T in the above description and their precise values are presented in Algorithm 2. 12 Since the x start satisfies 1 T x start ≤ 2OPT by Proposition C.2.d, we have z 0 = x start ∈ ∆. Also, the mirror descent step ensures that z k,i > 0 for all rounds k and coordinates i, as well as z k ∈ ∆ for all rounds k. However, we note that x k and y k may not necessarily lie inside ∆, but will always stay non-negative. We summarize these properties as follows:
We shall also prove in Section G that Lemma D.2. Each iteration of CovLPSolver can be implemented to run in expected O(N/n) time.
The key idea is similar to that of the efficient implementation of PacLPSolver, that is to implementation the updates implicitly.
In this section, we prove the following theorem in five steps.
D.1 Step 1: Distance Adjustment
Classically, using the convexity argument one can obtain f µ (x k ) − f µ (u) ≤ ∇f µ (x k ), x k − u for every u ∈ ∆. In particular, if u is the optimal point, the right hand side is a simple upper bound on the objective distance from the current point f µ (x k ) to the optimum. This simple upper bound is essentially used by all the convergence analyses for first-order methods.
In this section, we strengthen this upper bound in the special case of u = u * def = (1 + ε/2)x * . Define A be the adjusted matrix of A described as follows. We now strengthen the classical bound
Lemma D.5 (Distance Adjustment).
At high level, ignoring the negligible term εOPT on the right hand side, the above upper bound strengthens the classical bound due to the extra term of A T p(x k ) − A T p(x k ), u * . This extra term is always non-positive since A ≤ A coordinate-wisely, but may be very negative in certain cases.
The intuition behind the proof is to realize that the convexity inequality e b − e a ≤ e b , b − a on the exponential function becomes far from tight when a 0. For instance, when b = 2 and a = −10, we have e 2 − e −10 ≤ 12e 2 ; when b = 2 and a = −100, we only get e 2 − e −100 ≤ 102e 2 . Although e −100 ≈ e −10 , the two upper bounds are off from each other by a factor of 10. Therefore, when necessary, we can 'elevate' a to some higher value in order to obtain a tighter upper bound. We defer the detailed proof to Appendix E.
D.2 Step 2: Gradient Truncation
Let us separate the indices i ∈ [n] into large and small ones. Definition D.6. We make the following definitions.
• Let ξ k ∈ [−β, 1] n be the truncated gradient so that
} be the set of large indices.
• Let η k ∈ (−∞, 0] n be the large gradient so that ∇f µ (x k ) = ξ k + η k . It is clear that
• Let η k ∈ (−∞, ∞) n be the adjusted large gradient so that
For the rest of this section, we denote by η
, the vector that is zero at all coordinates other than i, and equals to η k,i at location i. We similarly define ξ 
The proof of the above lemma is a simple repetition of that of (3.1), but replacing the classical distance upper bound with our adjusted one. See Appendix E for details.
D.3 Step 3: Mirror Descent Guarantee
Our update z
k , z is known as a mirror descent step from optimization theory.
We begin by explaining an attempt that is too weak for obtaining the ε −1.5 convergence rate. Using the classical theory of mirror descent (or multiplicative weight update), it is not hard to repeat the proof of Lemma 3.5 -although changing the distance function from · 2 A to V x (y)-and obtain that, for every u ∈ ∆,
The above inequality can be made true whenever ξ i is between −1 and 1 for each coordinate i, but only yields the known ε −2 convergence rate. Here, ±1 is also know as the width from multiplicativeweight-update languages [AHK12] .
Fortunately, since we have required ξ i to be only between −β and 1, the O(α 2 k n) factor can essentially be improved to O(α 2 k βn). This is an improvement whenever β 1, and we call it the negative-width technique. 13 Formally, we prove that Lemma D.8. Denoting by γ def = 2α T n, we have
The proof can be found in Appendix E. Although defined in a variational way, it is perhaps beneficial to explicitly describe how to implement this mirror step. The following proposition is straightforward but anyways proved in
Remark D.11. Above, the quantity "12OPT · γα k β" is the loss term introduced by the mirror descent. Unlike the packing LP case -see (3.2)-this loss term is not dominated by the gradient step. (If one could do so, this would turn our CovLPSolver into an ε −1 convergence rate.)
The quantity "α k nξ
k , z k−1 − u * " is the loss introduced by the (adjusted) large gradient η, and is dominated by our gradient step progress owing to Lemma D.10. This is similar to the packing LP case -see Lemma 3.9.
From here, let us use the special choice of τ = µβ 12n . We obtain that
Use the choice α k = α k−1 1−τ and telescoping the above inequality for k = 1, . . . , T , we have
We compute that
τ , and recall that γ = 2α T n. Therefore, we rearrange and get
From this point, we need to use our special choice of the initial point x 0 = y 0 = z 0 = x start (see Proposition C.2.d), which implies that f µ (y 0 ) ≤ 4OPT and 1 T x start ≤ 4OPT. We also have
Above, inequality x follows because x start i ≥ 1/n for all i ∈ [n] according to the definition in Proposition C.2.d; inequality y follows because u * i ≤ (1 + ε/2)x * i ≤ (1 + ε/2)OPT ≤ (1 + ε/2)m and 1 T u * i = (1 + ε/2)OPT, as well as the fact that ε is sufficiently small. Finally, we choose β = √ ε, α T = ε 12nβ , and T = 1 τ log(1/ε) . Substituting into (D.1) all of these parameters, along with the aforementioned inequalities f µ (y 0 ) ≤ 4OPT and V z 0 u * 1+γ ≤ (2 log(nm) + 4) · OPT, as well as f µ (u * ) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT from Proposition C.2.b, we obtain that E f µ (y T ) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT + εOPT + 2εOPT + εf µ (y 0 ) + µβ/12n ε/12nβ (2 log(nm) + 4)OPT = (1 + 9ε)OPT .
This finishes the proof of Theorem D.3.
It is now straightforward to use Markov inequality to turn the expected guarantee in Theorem D.3 into a probabilistic one:
Corollary D.12. With probability at least 9/10, CovLPSolver(A, x start , ε) outputs a (1+O(ε)) approximate solution to the covering LP program. The expected running time is O( log(nm/ε) log(1/ε) ε 1.5 N ).
Proof. Since for every x ∈ ∆ it satisfies f µ (x) ≥ (1 − ε)OPT according to Proposition C.2.c, we obtain that f µ (y T ) − (1 − ε)OPT is a random variable that is non-negative, whose expectation
. By Markov bound, with at least probability 9/10, we obtain some y T satisfying f µ (y T ) ≤ (1+O(ε))OPT, which yields some (1+O(ε)) approximate solution according to Proposition C.2.f. The running time follows from our efficient implementation in Section G.
E Missing Proofs for Section D
Lemma D.5.
Above, x is because if (Au * ) j = ( Au * ) j for some j, then it must satisfy that ( Au * ) j = 2, and
(1−( Au * ) j ) + exp −1/µ . y uses the convexity inequality of e b − e a ≤ e b , b − a , and the fact that µm exp −1/µ εOPT.
Lemma D.7.
It is clear at this moment that since log Z > 0 and 1 T u ≤ 2OPT = 1 T z, the above quantity is always non-negative, finishing the proof. A :i , p(x k + τ e i ) − 1 dτ .
It is clear that A :i , p(x k + τ e i ) decreases as τ increases, and therefore it suffices to prove that A :i , p(x k + δe i ) ≥ 1.
Suppose that the rows of A :i are sorted (for the simplicity of notation) by the increasing order of A j,i . Now, by the definition of the algorithm, there exists some j * ∈ [m] satisfying that where again in the last inequality we have used u * i · A j ,i ≤ A j : , u * ≤ 2 by our definition of A. Together. Combining the lower bounds on I and I , we obtain
F Efficient Implementation of PacLPSolver
In this section, we illustrate how to implement each iteration of PacLPSolver to run in an expected O(N/n) time. We maintain the following quantities
, y k ∈ R n , ay k ∈ R m , B k,1 , B k,2 ∈ R + throughout the algorithm, so as to ensure the following invariants are always satisfied
It is clear that when k = 0, letting az k = Az 0 , y k = y 0 , ay k = Ay 0 , B k,1 = 0, and B k,2 = 1, we can ensure that all the invariants are satisfied initially. We denote A :i 0 the number of nonzeros elements in vector A :i . In each iteration k = 1, 2, . . . , T :
• The step x k = τ z k−1 + (1 − τ )y k−1 does not need to be implemented.
• The value ∇ i f (x k ) requires the knowledge of p j (x k ) = exp • Recall that the step z k ← arg min z∈∆
k , z can be written as z k = z k−1 + δe i for some δ ∈ R that can be computed in O(1) time (see Proposition 3.6). Observe also that z k = z k−1 + δe i yields y k = τ z k−1 + (1 − τ )y k−1 + δe i nα k L due to Line 6 and Line 10 of Algorithm 1. Therefore, we can perform two explicit updates on z k and az k as z k ← z k−1 + δe i , az k ← Az k−1 + δA :i and two implicit updates on y k as B k,1 = τ + (1 − τ )B k−1,1 , B k,2 = (1 − τ )B k−1,2 ,
, ay k ← ay k−1 + δA :i · −
It is not hard to verify that after these updates, we have
It is not hard to verify that after these updates, we have One can similarly verify that Ay k = B k,1 ·az k +B k,2 ·ay k equals Ay k = τ Az k−1 +(1−τ )Ay k−1 + δ 2 A :i . These updates can be implemented to run in O( A :i 0 ) time, and they together ensure that the invariants in (G.2) are satisfied at iteration k.
In sum, we only need O( A :i 0 ) time to perform the updates in CovLPSolver for an iteration k if the coordinate i is selected. Therefore, each iteration of CovLPSolver can be implemented to run in an expected O(E i [ A :i 0 ]) = O(N/n) time.
